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introducing the nuraphone
… a self-learning headphone that adapts to match to your hearing
KEY FEATURES
A self-learning engine
Automatically measures your hearing in about a minute
by monitoring otoacoustic emissions (OAE)
inova™
Unique in-ear and over-ear revolutionary architecture,
delivers bass you can feel, while maintaining crystal-clear
detail
Splits melodic sounds to an in-ear speaker, and
low-tones to an over-ear driver
Dual isolation
Does not let any noise in or leak any sound out
FrontRow™ immersion
Free companion app to create your perfect sound and
set your level of immersion
TeslaFlow™
Music-activated cooling system
Touch Buttons
Configurable to play/pause/skip,answer/hang-up calls
In-built smart response
Automatic on/off
Powers off when you remove the nuraphone from your
head to preserve the battery
Playback
At least 20 hours of listening during active use
nura APP - iOS AND ANDROID (FREE)
- Create a unique hearing profile in about a minute
- Hearing profile is stored on the nuraphone
- Create up to three individual profiles, share and
compare
- Adjust your level of immersion

UNIVERSAL CONNECTIVITY
Features aptX™ HD Bluetooth® - supports the highest
quality sound for wireless connectivity
Cable Options (120mm)
- USB-A
- USB-C
- Micro USB
- Lightning
- Analog (3.5mm jack)
PREMIUM MATERIALITY
- Lightweight aluminium ear cups
- High quality Japanese spring steel headband
- SoftTouch™ biocompatible silicone comfort on inner
cup
WHAT’S IN THE BOX
- nuraphone
- USB-A charging cable
- Magnetic locking protective case
12-month limited warranty
30 day satisfaction guarantee
TECH SPECS (nuraphone only)
- Dimensions 190 x 170 x 88mm
- Weight 329g
- Lithium Ion Battery with at least 20 hours of active use
Full charge time to is 3 hours
ABOUT NURA
nura is a passionate group of music loving scientists,
engineers, and creatives. Based in Melbourne, Australia
nura was founded in 2016. nura’s Kickstarter campaign
raised USD $1.8M becoming Australia’s largest ever.
PRESS CONTACTS
Tech: Mariam Shahid | mariamshahid@nuraphone.com
Music: Sofia Ilyas | sofiailyas@nuraphone.com
The nuraphone retails for $399 USD, £349 GBP,
€399 EUR, $499 AUD. Available at
www.nuraphone.com

